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Australian artist, Beth Caldow, is wildly excited to announce the upcoming release of her latest single, ‘Rose

Coloured Glasses’, set to drop on October 13th, 2023. This eagerly anticipated track is sure to captivate

audiences with its mesmerizing melodies and energetic soundscape.

‘Rose Coloured Glasses’ has been crafted over many years of experiencing almost loves, situationships and

nearly-not-quite-rights. It explores the idea that we think these people are perfect, but only because (cue song

title) we are wearing rose coloured glasses. The lyrics are sure to resonate with anyone who’s experienced an

almost love, and has been left wondering why on earth you dated them in the first place. 

Although the song was born out of multiple heartaches, the soundscape is energetic and upbeat, and leaves

the listener feeling empowered. Beth teamed up with the incredibly talented Chris Zane (Passion Pit and Eves

Karydas) in his London studio, to bring her song to life. Taking inspiration from artists such as Vera Blue, Tove

Lo and Robyn, their collaboration has resulted in a song that moves you, and that you can move to. ‘Rose

Coloured Glasses’ is a fun electropop anthem that you’ll be humming along to, long after the song has finished. 

‘Rose Coloured Glasses’ will be available on all major streaming platforms from Saturday, October 13th, 2023.

Stay updated with Beth’s musical journey by following her on instagram for latest updates on the release.   

About Beth Caldow

Beth is an Australian artist who has always lived and breathed music. From humble beginnings in Country

Victoria, Beth started with her guitar and loop pedal. She has now expanded her soundscape to incorporate

keys, synths and fun beats. The multi-instrumentalist and DJ combines her creative storytelling, her unique

vocals, and her love of electronic music to deliver songs that move you, and songs you can move to.

Throughout the years, Beth's sound has changed to incorporate her love of pop & dance music, but her ability

to captivate an audience with her unique tone remains the same.

Rose Coloured Glasses’ represents a significant milestone in Beth’s musical journey, showcasing her evolution

as an artist and her commitment to following what lights her up: singing, storytelling and electropop music.
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